Grades 3–5

Print + Digital

Build Language, Boost Confidence,
and Ensure Readiness
Fully print and digital to support
blended and distance learning!

A comprehensive newcomer program for recent arrivals.
• A
 cademic support to attain need-to-know basics and
fundamental English
• Structures for engaging students in academic conversations

Linguistic
Support

Thriving
Newcomer

SocialEmotional
Support

• Meaningful cultural and primary language integration
• Home-connection activities validate family knowledge and culture
• Flexibly designed to meet a variety of implementation models

Culturally Sustaining
Pedagogy

Relevant topics build
essential vocabulary and
conversational skills.

Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:
Week 5:
Week 6:
Week 7:
Week 8:

Making New Friends
Classroom Curiosity
My School in the U.S.A.
I Am Unique!
Community Connections
How I See the World
Zoom Into My Life
Wondering About the World

Student Materials

Teacher Materials

Honor students’ journeys with interactive
and student-friendly materials.

Welcome students and light their
path to success with an explicit and
clear Teacher’s Resource System.

Eight consumable student books provide practice
with vocabulary and language structures.

Instruction and lesson design supports linguistic
and social-emotional development.

Daily lessons are
supported by step-by-step
instructional sequences
and are built upon a gradualrelease instructional design,
offering frequent application
and practice.

Graphic novel style texts
use authentic language and
feature diverse, recurring
characters.

Survival skills instruction
helps students adapt to U.S.
routines and procedures.

Customizable vocabulary
pages allow students to
personalize learning and build
bilingual word banks to make
meaning through translation and
translanguaging.

Integrated practice
activities support
communication with listening,
speaking, reading, and writing.

Weekly projects and presentations
provide students with ways to connect with
peers and practice social English.

Differentiation Tools,
SEL, and culturally
responsive PD
make lessons
inclusive for all.

Weekly culminating activity
incorporates formative
assessment, suggests additional
reading and practice, and
encourages celebration and
family sharing of students’
personal learning goals.
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Additional Resources

Robust digital resources support in-person
and distance learning creating a bridge for
communication and engagement with families.

TEACHER TOOLS

Acknowledge Newcomers’ cognitive potential, primary language,
and cultural background as assets to build upon and develop.

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT

Pre- and PostAssessment

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT

Formative and Summative
Assessments enable daily and
weekly monitoring of language
acquisition and progress across the
four domains.

Weekly Videos build
context by delivering engaging
sensory learning experiences,
previewing target vocabulary,
modeling natural language,
and promoting oral language
development.

HELLO! GR. 3–5 TEACHER PACKAGE
PRINT AND DIGITAL 1-YEAR INCLUDES:

Student Vocabulary
Card Sets deliver tactile,
comprehensible input for
peer interactions and family
connections.

• Teacher’s Resource System
• 235 Vocabulary Cards
• 8 Student Books
(1 copy of each title)
• 8 Vocabulary Card Booklets
• Online Resources
• Online Subscription (1 year)

Weekly Letters explain the
topic and language of the week
and build a connection between
family and school.

XY7838      Gr. 3–5
HELLO! GR. 3–5 STUDENT PACKAGE
PRINT AND DIGITAL 1-YEAR INCLUDES:
• 8 Student Books
(1 copy of each title)
• 8 Vocabulary Card Booklets
• Online Resources
• Online Subscription (1 year)
XY7830      Gr. 3–5
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Call toll-free: 1-877-236-2465   •  
Visit our website: www.benchmarkeducation.com
www.benchmarkeducation.com
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Home-Connection Activities
include culturally and linguistically
sustaining activities that promote
family engagement through
meaningful interactions.

Advance ALL readers include
a scaffolded text with visuals and
audio providing students with
additional language and introducing
them to a range of content topics.

